
 

FDA throws cold water on whole body
cryotherapy
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(HealthDay)—There's no evidence that a growing trend called whole
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body cryotherapy is effective, but it does pose a number of risks, the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration warns.

In whole body cryotherapy, people are placed in an enclosed space and
exposed to vapors that reach ultra-low temperatures ranging from minus
200 to minus 300 degrees Fahrenheit, typically for two to four minutes.

Many spas and wellness centers claim that whole body cryotherapy can
treat diseases and conditions such as Alzheimer's, fibromyalgia,
migraines, rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, stress, anxiety or
chronic pain.

"Based on purported health benefits seen in many promotions for
cryotherapy spas, consumers may incorrectly believe that the FDA has
cleared or approved [whole body cryotherapy] devices as safe and
effective to treat medical conditions. That is not the case," Dr. Aron
Yustein, a medical officer in the FDA's Center for Devices and
Radiological Health, said in an agency news release.

"Given a growing interest from consumers in whole body cryotherapy,
the FDA has informally reviewed the medical literature available on this
subject. We found very little evidence about its safety or effectiveness in
treating the conditions for which it is being promoted," Yustein said.

The FDA also warned that whole body cryotherapy poses a number of
risks, including frostbite, burns and eye injury from extremely low
temperatures.

According to Dr. Anna Ghambaryan, an FDA scientific reviewer,
another potential hazard of whole body cryotherapy is asphyxiation
(suffocation), "especially when liquid nitrogen is used for cooling."

The addition of nitrogen vapors to a closed room lowers the amount of
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oxygen in the room and can result in oxygen deficiency, which could
lead to the loss of consciousness, she explained in the news release.

Another concern is that patients who decide to have whole body
cryotherapy—especially if they choose it over treatments shown to be
effective and safe—may have a worsening of, or lack of improvement
in, their health condition, the FDA said.

If you're considering whole body cryotherapy or already using it, discuss
it with your doctor, Yustein advised.

  More information: For more on whole body cryotherapy, visit the 
FDA.
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